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The role of heating from nuclear radiation in design of the NERVA* engine

is treated. Generally, radiation heating is more restrictive in design than

material degradation considerations. Some components are subjected to very

high gamma heating rates in excess of 0.5 Btu_n3-sec in steel in the primary

nozzle or 0.25 Btu/in3-sec in aluminum in the pressure vessel. These com-

ponents must be cooled by a fraction of the liquid hydrogen propellant before

it is passed through the core, heated, and expanded out the nozzle as a gas.

Other con_ponents that are subjected to lower heating rates such as the thrust

structure and the disk shield are designed so that they would not require

liquid hydrogen cooling. Typical gamma and neutron heating rates, resulting

temperatures, and their design consequences are covered in this paper. The

calculational techniques used in the nuclear and thermal analyses of the NERVA

engine are briefly treated.

Most components in the NERVA engine (shown in

Figure l) must be designed to perform with high re-

liability in severe radiation environments. Radi-

ation heating in several key components will be con-

sidered in this paper.

Generally, radiation heating is more restric-

tive in design than material degradation, due to the

choice of material for each component. 1 The NERVA

engine uses a relatively small core with a very high

leakage fraction for both neutron and gamma radi-

ation. At full power operation (75,000 lbs thrust

and 1515 Mw reactor _ower_. ra_iatlo_-in_J_ h_t.

ing may exceed 0.5 BTU/in3-sec in parts of the

stainless steel nozzle, and may exceed 0.2 BTU/in 3-

_ sec in the aluminum pressure vessel. Heating rates

of this magnitude require that components be cooled

by the liquid hydrogen propellant before it is

passed through the core, heated, and expanded out

the nozzle as a gas.

As long as the component is part of the pro-

pellant feed system or the pressure vessel and

reactor assembly, liquid or gaseous hydrogen is
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available as a heat transfer agent. However, it is

desirable that some components be designed so that

they require no coolant, and thus do not influence

the dgsign of the propellant feed system. For

example, the thrust structure is to be designed as

an uncooled system. If a disk shield is required

for some manned missions, it should be designed to

operate without cooling. The thrust structure and

the disk shield are located forward of the pressure

vessel dome and are partially protected by a shadow

shield inside the pressure vessel. Many other com-

ponents forward of the dome, such as lines and

valves, are already part of the liquid hydrogen

propellant feed system and receive coolant during

normal operation.

UPPER THRUST STRUCTURE --

GIMBAL -- _
LOWER THRUST STRUCTURE --

DISK SHIELD _ _ TURBOPUMP ASSEMBLY

FIGURE 1

NERVA Flight Ensine ConflKuratlon
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Gammaraysare far moreeffectivethanneutrons
in heatingmetalcomponentsfor theradiationleak-
agesfromNERVA.Typically,direct neutroninter-
actionscontributeabout4%of thetotal heatingin
the stainlesssteelnozzle. In thealtnninumpres-
surevessel,fast neutronscontributesome6%of
thetotal heatingoppositethecoremidplane.
Neutronsmustbeconsiderednot somuchfor their
direct heatingof metals,but becauseof their
importancein producingsecondarygammaradiation.
Figure2 presentsthe fractionof gammaheatlngin
thenozzledueto secondarygammasproducedin the
nozzleassembly.Directneutronheatingis signif-
icant in onlytwocomponents,thegraphitenozzle
extensionandpartsof the diskshield.

Heatingratesin enginecomponentspresented
in this paperareappropriatefor the flight en-
vironment.Duringgroundtests, additionalradi-
ation heatingoccursin somecomponentsdueto
contributionsfromfacility-related sourcesand
facility scatter.2 Thecomponentsforwardof the
pressurevesselaredesignedto takeadvantageof
theprotectionaffordedby theinternal shieldin
the flight environment.Specialfacility shielding
is requiredto assurethat thesecomponentsarenot
overexposedin groundtests.

FIGURE 2
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Flight environment heating rates are calculated

in detail throughout the engine system using a

variety of techniques. Coupled discrete ordinates-

Monte Carl_ techniques are used extensively. The

DASH coupling code 3 has been used to bridge DOT_._

with COHORT 5 for calculations of the nozzle radi-

ation environment and bridge DOT with DOT to calcu-

late heating within the disk shield. Extensive

point kernel calculations are used to check the

predictions of the more sophisticated methods.

Also, the point kernel codes, QAD°_ and GGG 7, are

used to predict the facility perturbation of the

ground test environment. Calculated volumetric

heating rates are input to thermal analyses. Pre-

dicted temperatures are necessary for subsequent

stress and reliability analyses of candidate com-

ponent designs.

A numerical differencing code, CINDA 8, is used

to predict temperatures throughout the components.

It is used to construct and analyze mathematical

models of any arbitrary one-, two-, or three-

dimensional representation of physical systems

governed by the Fourier equation with a source

term. The user constructs a thermal analog net-

work representing the system of interest. Non-

linear material properties and boundary conditions

may be simultaneously calculated as a function of

one or more independent variables. For cooled

components (e.g., the nozzle), CINDA is used to

calculate the steady-state temperatures using the

full power heating rates. For uneooled components

(e.g., the disk shield), a transient analysis is

conducted to yield the temperature as a function of

time.

Before the individual components are considered,

it should be emphasized that the NEEVA flight

engine design is in the preliminary design stage.

Both the engine layout and the design of individual

components, hence, the heating rates, have been

revised periodically. However, the techniques used

to calculate radiation heating and resulting tem-

peratures can be applied to any configuration and

every attempt is made to simplify the analyses re-

quired. The particular components and data pre-

sented in this paper were selected to illustrate

the analytical approach to radiation heating in the

NERVA engine.
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Oneof themostimportantcomponentsin the
engineis thenozzleassembly.It consistsof a
metalprimarynozzlewith a graphiteextensionas
shownin Figure3. Currentlythe candidatepri-
marynozzlematerialsareCRES-347stainlesssteel,
HastelloyX, andA_C022-13-5.Thenozzleexten-
sion is to befabricatedfroma fibrousreinforced
graphitecompositematerial. Becauseof the intense
gammaheatingandconsequenttemperatureincreases,
the decreasein allowablestressat theconvergent
conesectionis a majordesignconstraint. There-
fore, theprimarynozzlemustbecooledwith a

portion of the LH 2 flow from the pump discharge

line. Sufficient coolant flow must be provided to

assure that the bulk steel temperature is maintained

below about 1050°F. Not only is gamma heating an

important internal volumetric source, but the hot

exhaust gases ( 4000°R) flow over the inside sur-

face of the nozzle hydrogen coolant tubes. Total

nuclear heating rates in the primary nozzle shown

vary from 0.6 BTU/in3-sec in the core support

barrel to O.01 BTU/in3-sec near the nozzle exten-

sion interface. The neutron contribution is only

about 4% of the total heating in the steel. For

these rates, the temperatures attained in the

nozzle vary from -300°F in the coolant passages to

a maximum of 900°F in the nozzle wall for the designs

_urrently under consideration.
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In the graphite nozzle extension, the total

heating rates range from 0.002 to 0.0002 BTU/In 3-

sec, with the fast neutron heating contributing

about 40% to the total. The graphite composite

nozzle extension is only radiatively cooled since

it can tolerate higher temperatures than metals

(above 3000°F) and is subjected to lower heating

rates. After 60 minutes of continuous full power

operation, the temperature of the graphite varies

between 1850°F and 2650°F. 9

The calculational technique used to generate

steady-state nuclear heating rates is shown in

Figure 4. A DOT two-dimensional discrete ordinates

transport code produces a leakage tape for the

lower part of the pressure vessel and reactor

assembly. The DASH single event Monte Carlo

coupling coae !s uses to transport this radiation

across the void between the DOT source tape and

the nozzle. The COHORT Monte Carlo code is used

to calculate the radiation environment throughout
lO

the nozzle assembly. Subsequently, CINDA is used

to calculate the temperatures in the nozzle and

nozzle extension.

Next consider the results for the pressure

vessel. This component consists of an AI-7075 bar-

rel and an A1-6061 dome. The dome is attached to

the barrel by a forward closure flange with 124 bolts

of A-286 alloy. Peak heating rates in aluminum

opposite core midplane range from about 0.26 BTU/in 3

-sec on the inside surface to 0.18 BTU/in3-sec on

the outside surface. In spite of these high volu-

metric heating rates, the coolant flow keeps the

peak wall temperature in the pressure vessel below

lO0°F. The temperatures attained are strongly in-

fluenced by the coolant flow allocated to the re-

flector region. Most of the pressure vessel steady-

state temperatures sre below O°F for the current

flow conditions. In the top closure flange, high

density A-286 bolts attain higher temperatures than

the surrounding aluminum. Typically the aluminum

in the flange is about -160°F, with the bolt 13°F

higher since the gamma heating rates in the bolt are

about a factor of three higher than in the aluminum.

To prevent fluid leakage at this closure, the bolts

are prestressed upon assembly of the pressure

vessel.
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The lower portion of the thrust structure is

an aluminum cylindrical annulus with an inside

radius of 19 inches and a thickness of 0.28 inches.

It is attached directly to the pressure vessel. Not

only does this structure transmit the thrust devel-

oped by the engine to the rest of the vehicle, but

it supports part of the propellant feed system. If

possible, the thrust structure should be designed

so that it requires no coolant to keep temperatures

below the allowable design limits. Currently two

materials are under consideration for this component.

The primary design uses aluminum which is limited

to a maximum temperature of 300°F because above

that temperature age hardening is gradually lost.

An alternate design uses titanium which is limited

to 700°F by the decrease in the yield stress with

increasing temperature. Both designs are protected

to a large extent by the shadow shield inside the

pressure vessel. Heating rates in aluminum range

from 3 x lO "3 BTU/in3-sec in the lower thrust struc-

ture near the pressure vessel dome to about 5 x l0-4

BTU/in3-sec in the upper thrust structure near the

propellant tank. Peak temperature rises in the

lower thrust structure are on the order of 200°F

or less for an engine without a disk shield.

Since the thrust structure is uncooled, the

temperature attained after a period of full power

firing is strongly influenced by the initial tem-

perature. Coatings such as A1203 can be used to

keep the initial temperature below lO0°F. If the

thrust structure must be cooled, it will impact

on the engine and introduce additional failure

modes. An uncooled thrust structure design is thus

favored to increase the reliability of the engine

design.

The disk shield shown in Figure 5 may be re-

quired for some manned missions with light payloads.

it is designed to operate as an uncooled component.

Such a design permits the use of a single NEEVA

engine for any manned or unmanned mission. If a

light payload requires additional personnel shield-

ing, a disk shield may be added to the engine with
ll

a minimum impact on the total engine design. The

largest shield design considered (shown in Figure 5)

is a lO,O00 lb disk with regions of stainless steel,

lead, borated graphite, and lithium hydride.
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Table1 presentsthe specificationextreme
heatingrates in variousregionsof the shield.
NeutronheatingfromthelUB(n,_)7A Li reactionis
themostimportantsourcein theboratedgraphite.
Onlygammaheatingis of significancein the lead.
In lithiumhydridethe 6Li(n,_)3Hreactionis the
mostimportantsourceof heating. Fastneutron
reactionsaresecondin importance,followedby
smallvaluesof gammaheating. Heatingis much
higherin theperipheryof the shieldsinceleakage
radiationfromthesidesof thePVARAcan"view"
thediskaroundtheinternal shield.

Table2 presentsthepeaktemperaturesfor
specificationextreme(worstcase)nuclearand
thermalanalysesin thedisk shieldfor continuous
firing timesof lO, 30,and60minutes.Thepeak
temperaturesoccurat thetip of theshieldand
decreasewith decreasingradius. If someconser-
vatismis removedbythe useof nominalinsteadof
"worstcase"valuesfor someparameters,thetem-
peraturesare loweredbyat least 150°F.For
instance,the leadat the outeredgeof the shield
remainsbelow600°F.Designoptionscanalso be
exercisedto circumventthermalproblems.For
example,if thetemperatureis excessivein the
lithium hydride,it canbe removedfromtheouter
lO inchesof theperipheryof theshield.

Theinitial temperatureof the disk is an
importantparameterin thesecalculations. It is
expectedthat coatingssuchasaluminumoxidewill
assurethat the initial temperaturewill not differ
significantly fromtheambienttemperatureat
launch,evenafter a longspacesoak. Notethat in
Table2 theinitial temperaturesdiffer in thecen-
tral andperipheralportionsof the shield. This
is becausethecentralportion is enclosedbythe
lowerthrust structureandis inhibited fromlosing
heatbyradiation.

Theheatingrates in uncooledcomponentsnear
thebottomof thepropellanttank, suchasthe glm-
bal assemblyandthegimbalactuator,areabout
1.5x 10-3 BTU/in3-secin steel. Thealuminumupper
thrust structureis subjectedto heatingrateson
theorderof 5.5x l0-4 BTU/in3-secin aluminum.
Fortheselowratestheglmbaltemperaturemayin-
crease250°F,andthe upperthrust structuretem-
peraturemayincreaseby70°Fafter 60minutesof
full powerfiring. Thus,radiationheatingis not
a factor in thedesignof suchcomponents.
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TABLEI

Disk Shield Heating Rates

Nuclear Heating Rate (BTU/sec)

Gammas Shield

(From Nuclear Subsystem) Secondaries

Neutron

Absorption Totals

Central Region

0 to 25 inch Radius

Lower Steel Plate 1.4 O. 1 0 1.5

Borated Graphite 2. i O. 1 2.0 4.2

Lead 4.3 0.3 O 4.6

Lithium Hydride 0 0 4.1 4.1

7.8 0.5 6.1 14.4

Peripheral Region

25 to 50 inch Radius

Lower Steel Plate 7.0 1.2

Borated Graphite 10.6 2.2

Lead 19.6 3.1

Lithium Hydride 0.2 0

0 8.2

15.5 28.3

0 22.7

14.2 14.4

Shield Totals

37.4 6.5 29.7 73.6

45.2 7.o 35.8 88.0

TABLE2

Disk Shield Peak Temperatures

Initial Specification Extreme Peak Temperatures (OF)

Temperature Time of Continuous Full Power Firing

Material Regions in OF l0 Minutes 30 Minutes 60 Minutes

Central Region

Lower Steel Plate lO0 160 252 330

Borated Graphite i00 156 248 325

Lead i00 154 245 320

Lithium Hydride i00 150 240 305

Peripheral Region

Lower Steel Plate 70 350 630 870

Borated Graphite 70 280 540 780

Lead 70 260 520 760

Lithium Hydride 70 170 390 630
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